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Most of the CALL environments do not use NLP

-> use of NLP in classrooms is hardly mainstream practice

“The development of systems using NLP technology is not on the agenda of most CALL experts, 

and interdisciplinary research projects integrating computational linguists and foreign language 
teachers remain very rare” (Amaral & Meurers 2011: 6).

cf. also report by the Dutch Language Union:
Onderzoek taal- en spraaktechnologie en onderwijs (Van den Heuvel, T’Sas & Verberne 2012)

1.1 Current Situation

1. Introduction
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Why not? Skepticism -> technological and pedagogical concerns

(1) Native language : 

Can NLP account for the full complexity of natural human languages?

“I am pessimistic about the possibility of ICALL” (Nyns 1989: 46)

But is this still the case?

1.2 Concerns
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(2) Learner language

a) (Erroneous) application of NLP developed for native language
-> But: can NLP be developed to work for learner language?

b) Current binary scoring of errors and automatic correction
-> How do we handle the notion of error and correction?

(3) Tutor: “One size fits all” due to technological restrictions

But: can NLP help us create language and learner models
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Yet there is a high reward if NLP were successfully integrated

(1) Automatization of a number of tedious tasks such as resource creation

Exploit and enrich Native language

(2) Automatic Error Correction and feedback generation of open items

Analyse learner language

(3) Personalised teaching

Linguistic Complexity and Intelligent tutors

1.2 Reasonable Targets
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Technological readiness (written language) depends on the field of application

(1) Native language

NLP is (partially) usable, requires integration

(2) Learner language

NLP requires development
should rely on insights of L2-acquisition and FLTL

(3) Model complexity  (-> Intelligent tutors)

Requires an improvement in (2)
Work on integration of (1) and (2)

2. Technological readiness
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NLP has evolved and improved dramatically the last 20 years
Some technologies are ready to use

Better results due to successful paradigmatic shift

From Rule-based NLP

Manual engineering of grammar rules

To Statistical NLP

Learn from examples
use supervised machine learning techniques
to solve certain problems

2.1 Native Language
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Parser-based ICALL Statistical ICALL

Looking at the number of publications shown in this figure, parser-based CALL
has dominated research up until 2005, but there seems to have been a shift in
research interest and statistical error detection systems have since then taken
the upper hand.

© PhD Ruben Lagatie
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Learning from examples how to label them
Predict on the basis of this expert model how to label new examples

2.1.1 Statistical NLP

Supervised Learning

x1

x2
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Examples of supervised learning

© Sien Moens (2009)
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2.1.2 Native Language

Form Meaning

Word

morphological analysis

Lemmatisation

POS-tagging

Phrase Chunking
Named Entity Recognition

Sentence Parsing
Sentiment Analysis

Semantic Frame Labeling

Text
Language Identification

Authorship attribution

Topic Detection

Co-reference resolution

Discourse analysis
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Growing Complexity

Form Meaning

Word

morphological analysis

Lemmatisation

POS-tagging

Phrase Chunking
Named Entity Recognition

Sentence Parsing
Sentiment Analysis

Semantic Frame Labeling

Text
Language Identification

Authorship attribution

Topic Detection

Co-reference resolution

Discourse analysis
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- Combination of statistical and rule-based approaches

- Technically: the use of semantic representations
is becoming mainstay and used in more complex NLP-tasks
=> a broader generalisation possible

- Discursive component (semantic text) is gaining importance

- Unsupervised methods stand at the sideline in applications but are ready
to make their entry (cf. semantic vector spaces – infra)

Ongoing develpments and improvements
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Using predictive models trained on native language 
will only work on advanced learners’ output

Solution: 
NLP: For beginning learners rely on a hypothesis 
of what it is they meant to communicate
= Disambiguation of what the learner is trying to say

Goal is to detect errors: the difference between
hypothesis and produced utterance
= What is wrong?

2.2. Learner Language
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e.g. “He hear you tell the history.”
-> He heard you speaking about the past.

 Many different hypotheses could be generated based on the provided output
I hear you tell your history
He heard you told a story
He hears you telling a story
…

Where is the mistake?
Multiple and simultaneous mistakes take place at all linguistic levels

Ambiguity of target hypothesis
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Fully open-ended learner output hard to manage
-> constrain learner output (reduce possible answers)
by reducing the search space of the processing tools

Important role for design and use of CALL tools
The tools help to disambiguate the hypothesis

Task design should be structured towards specific type of output

Constraining  open-ended output
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Constraining learner language

Constraints... on form on meaning

Explicit • multiple choice

• gap-filling

• list of words 

to reuse/reorder

• set content words

• translation

• reading

comprehension

questions 

E-Tutor (Heift, 2010)

Tagarela (Amaral et al, 2011)

CoSeC (Hahn & Meurers, 2012)

E-Tutor

Tagarela
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Constraints... on form on meaning

Explicit • multiple choice

• gap-filling

• list of words 

to reuse/reorder

• set content words

• translation

• reading

comprehension

questions 

Implicit • task & context

• dialogic interaction

• open-ended

conversations 

E-Tutor (Heift, 2010)

Tagarela (Amaral et al, 2011)

CoSeC (Hahn & Meurers, 2012)

SPELL (Morton et al, 2012)

(prototype)→ still too much 

variation to handle
Reactive chatbots
(e.g. Tutor Mike)
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Dialogue-based CALL: Dialangue project (PhD Serge Bibauw)

(Bibauw, François 

& Desmet, ongoing) 

Task-oriented 

dialogue:

Job interviews

Progression Mon CV Annonces Personnage

Constraints:

Answer questions

according to given

profile and resume
Immediate 

corrective

feedback

and writing

support

(scaffolding)

Progression:

Task complexity   

Amount of content    

Linguistic complexity   

Task-oriented

dialogue:

Non-linguistic

outcome.

Implicit time 

pressure.

Performance 

evaluation.

System

initiative
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Tutor combines a language model to measure linguistic complexity 
&

a learner model to measure proficiency

Determine complexity at which linguistic level?

Lexical level: frequency in general corpora
Syntactic level: sentence length, parse structure

Measure complexity in what type of language?

1)  in native language
2)  in learner language : requires working NLP!

2.3. Model Linguistic Complexity and 
Learner Proficiency
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Focus on written language input & output

Native Language : Enrich and Exploit 
1. Resource generator
2. Reading companion
3. Exercise and test generator

Learner Language : Finding Errors
4. Error detector, feedback generator and automatic scoring tool
5. Writing aid

Model Learner Behaviour : measure Complexity
6. Input provider
7. Adaptive item sequencer

-> Conceptual outline + applications from academic R&D

3. Applications
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What? Providing learners with easy access to authentic language use

How? Exploiting authentic (annotated) corpora

=> (Intermediate or) advanced learners become linguistic investigators
Requires well developed linguistic awareness

Used methods :
- Concordancing on (bilingual) corpora
- Search on terms and filter on specific categories (cfr. annotation)

3.1 Resource Generator
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Projects: 

- Concordancing on bilingual corpora
& more advanced search engines

REBECA-project (ITEC)
= Ressources électroniques bilingues extraites de corpus alignés

DPC-project (ITEC)  http://www.kuleuven-kulak.be/DPC/
= Dutch Parallel Corpus

- Corpus-enriched learner dictionaries & grammars

BLF-project (Serge Verlinde)  http://ilt.kuleuven.be/blf/
= Base Lexicale du Français

3.1 Resource Generator

http://www.kuleuven-kulak.be/DPC/
http://ilt.kuleuven.be/blf/
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REBECA-project
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DPC-project
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Example: “en réalité” French - Dutch
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Extension: video search

Exploitation of XML-based captions (transcriptions and translations) to render video 
selection more versatile and attractive: 
lemmas are time tags indexes which form reference points to video selections
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à 00:00:09.6800

a 00:00:24.8900|00:00:28.8400|00:00:59.9000|00:01:12.7000

alors 00:00:24.8900

assez 00:00:18.0300|00:00:31.9000

au 00:00:38.3000

aussi 00:00:38.3000

aux 00:00:09.6800|00:01:05.8100

bas 00:00:35.6500

beaucoup 00:00:24.8900|00:00:55.0000|00:00:59.9000

bonnes 00:00:31.9000

calais 00:00:51.1200

ce 00:01:05.8100

celle 00:00:42.0800

c’est 00:00:09.6800|00:00:24.8900

cette 00:00:06.6400|00:01:05.8100|00:01:12.7000

chefs 00:01:16.0000

chercher 00:00:18.0300|00:00:31.9000

chou 00:00:04.0000

choux 00:01:05.8100

club 00:01:16.0000

comme 00:00:06.6400

comment 00:00:18.0300

composer 00:00:42.0800

cuisine 00:00:04.0000|00:00:14.1800|00:01:12.7000

curiosité 00:00:38.3000

dans 00:00:18.0300|00:00:18.0300|00:00:24.8900|00:00:28.8400|

00:00:31.9000|00:00:35.6500|00:00:47.2800|00:01:16.0000|00:01:19.9500

Viewing video extracts based on lexical 

search in transcription and/or translation

(challenge: search on semantically related 

words)
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What? 
Helping learners understand foreign-language input
By providing a different and enhanced perspective

How?
Enrich language input through annotation layers

- add information
- provide alternative ways of exploration
- serve as a bridge to connect more information

Formal linguistic information (Lemma) > Connect to dictionary information
Semantic information (NER) > Connect to encyclopedic information

3.2 Reading Companion
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Projects:

GLOSSER-project (John Nerbonne)
http://www.let.rug.nl/glosser/Glosser

lemmatization of the inflected forms
dictionary entry (cf. Van Dale)
examples of the word from corpora

iRead+ project (ITEC)
Lemmatization & POS-tagging
Named entity recognition (persons, organisations, locations)

http://www.let.rug.nl/glosser/Glosser
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GLOSSER-project

Lemmatization of inflected 
forms

Dictionary entry 
(Van Dale)

Examples from corpora
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Vb Anderlecht Taalk. /3
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What? Assist the teacher with the creation and selection of exercises
Based on authentic material

How? Create (mostly) closed-form exercises on:

- morpho-syntactic correctness 
- lexical restrictions
- semantic appropriateness

based on the analysis of L1 text materials 
and/or on the analysis of learner errors

For? From beginning to advanced learner

3.3 Exercise and test generator
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Projects :

Morpho-syntactic

iRead+ project (ITEC)
VIEW-project (Detmar Meurers) http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/VIEW
= Visual Input Enhancement of the Web

Lexical restrictions: 

Alfalex-project (Serge Verlinde) http://ilt.kuleuven.be/publicaties/tools.php

http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/VIEW
http://ilt.kuleuven.be/publicaties/tools.php
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iRead+ Exercise generator: Three step model

– Explore
1. Application highlights target items
2. Learner recognizes target items and clicks on target items

– Practice
• Fill gaps or multiple choice activities 
• Feedback 

– Play 
• Target items, drill & practice 
• Time constraint
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Alfalex (KU Leuven – Serge Verlinde)
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Focus on written language input & output

Native Language : Enrich and Exploit 
1. Reading companion
2. Resource generator
3. Exercise and test generator

Learner Language : Finding Errors
4. Error detector, feedback generator and automatic scoring tool
5. Writing aid

Model Learner Behaviour : measure Complexity
6. Input provider
7. Adaptive item sequencer

-> Conceptual outline + applications from academic R&D

3. Applications
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What?
Automated analysis of learner output and generation of feedback

Not limited to closed exercises (MC, fill-in-the-blank, etc.) but also
(semi-)open practice tasks (translation, correction, rephrasing, etc.)

How?
1) Approximate (or fuzzy) string matching (ASM)

-> anticipate all potential well-formed and ill-formed learner responses

(with inclusion of regular expressions)

2) Parser-based (malrules, constraint relaxation, etc.)
and/or statistical and machine learning methods

3.4 Error detector, feedback generator and automatic scoring 
tool
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Towards (half-)open activities with

automated analysis and feedback
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Projects:

Task design: require the learner to use certain language material

e-tutor-project (Trude Heift) http://www.e-tutor.sfu.ca
translation

Tagarela-project (Detmar Meurers) http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/tagarela
answer should include certain words

Task design: offers clues towards a limited set of possible answers
Dialog Dungeon (ITEC)
gamified written dialog tasks
focus on specific set of problems
e.g. past tenses, subject-verb agreement, etc.

http://www.e-tutor.sfu.ca/
http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/tagarela
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E-tutor project
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Tagarela-project
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‘social’ log-in

Dialog Dungeon  
gamified written dialogue tasks

@Frederik Cornillie

semi-open 
written exercise

learning 
support: link 
to responses 

of peers
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learning support: 
responses of 

peers
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contrastive analysis learner reponse – closest correct match 
(based on approximate string matching, POS tagging, lemmatization)
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supportive prompt with metalinguistic hints 
(based on POS tagging)
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What? Support the learner in writing a functional, well-formed text

How? No automated correction, but suggestions to help the learner

Real-time, online, assistance on 
- lower-order skills (spelling) , lexical (including MWE)
- Lexico-grammatical, Grammatical skills
- Semantic, Pragmatic analysis 

Through
- On-the-fly prompts
- Q&A interactive system
- Post-writing checks

3.5 Writing aid
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Projects:

Interactive Language Toolbox-project (Serge Verlinde)
https://ilt.kuleuven.be/inlato

Bon patron, SpellCheckPlus & SpanishChecker (Nadaclair Language 
Technologies) 
http://bonpatron.com; http://spellcheckplus.com; http://spanishchecker.com

Glosser-project (Univ. of Sydney) http://www.glosserproject.org/en/

https://ilt.kuleuven.be/inlato
http://bonpatron.com/
http://spellcheckplus.com/
http://spanishchecker.com/
http://www.glosserproject.org/en/
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Interactive Language Toolbox
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Glosser project (Sydney)
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Focus on written language input & output

Native Language : Enrich and Exploit 
1. Reading companion
2. Resource generator
3. Exercise and test generator

Learner Language : Finding Errors
4. Error detector, feedback generator and automatic scoring tool
5. Writing aid

Model Learner Behavior : measure Complexity
6. Input provider
7. Adaptive item sequencer

-> Conceptual outline + applications from academic R&D

3. Applications
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What? Support learners in searching for texts adapted to
Their current proficiency level and interest
Optimising for reaching the next level

How? (Semi-)automated selection of comprehensible & authentic text material
For vocabulary and reading practice

- Linguistic analysis of readability and complexity
Analysis of formal, lexical and semantic complexity

- Operationalize proficiency and link to complexity
- Perform syntactic and lexical text simplification/elaboration
- Determine topical interest of texts

3.6 Input provider
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Projects:

REAP-project (Carnegie Mellon) http://reap.cs.cmu.edu
“Reader-Specific Lexical Practice for Improved Reading Comprehension”

SATO-project (François Daoust) http://www.ling.uqam.ca/sato
“Système d’analyse de texte par ordinateur”

+ SATO-Calibrage
Automated formal analysis of a corpus (existing or personal)

http://reap.cs.cmu.edu/
http://www.ling.uqam.ca/sato
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Aim: automatically identify the lexical items in the text that are 
complex for specific learners

Measures for the prediction of word complexity

1. Linguistically motivated measures

2. Resource-based measures

3. Learner-based measures
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1. Linguistically motivated measures

= identify word characteristics that are good predictors of word
difficulty, especially psycholinguistic variables (Shardlow 2013; 
Gala et al. 2014)

• lexical sophistication vs. basic vocabulary list
• word frequency (SUBTLEX, Lexique3, ...)
• word sense ambiguity (WordNet synset)
• complex orthographical patterns
• frequency of morphological affixes 
• ...

© Thomas François (UCL)
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2. Resource-based measures

FLELEX: A graded lexical resource
http://cental.uclouvain.be/flelex/

• linking word frequency and word complexity

• dictionary of frequencies observed along a difficulty scale

• L2 : CEFR-graded texts and textbooks (François et al., 2014)

© Thomas François (UCL)
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http://cental.uclouvain.be/flelex

Main issues:
 What is the word’s CEFR level? In 

other words, what level targets the 
word as « core vocabulary » to be
acquired at this level ?

 How can we identify this level?
 first occurrence
 threshold the Xth percentile
 ...

 How can we distinguish core and 
peripheral vocabulary?
 complex words observed in A1 

text might be fortuitous (i.e. 
peripheral vocabulary)

 How to deal with phraseology?

© Thomas François (UCL)
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Archimède était un grand scientifique grec de l'Antiquité. Il était à  la fois 

physicien, mathématicien et ingénieur. Né en 287 av. J. -C. et mort en 212 

av. J. -C. à  Syracuse, il a vécu en Sicile (île actuellement italienne).

Œuvre scientifique.

Archimède fut le premier à  mettre en équations mathématiques les faits 

faciles à  observer dans la nature. Ses livres démontrèrent à  l'aide des figures 

géomètriques et des proportions, comment sont fait les équilibres, ou les 

centres de gravité des corps solides, quelles longueurs doivent avoir des 

leviers pour soulever les poids.

Archimède

unknown (OOV)

unknown (B1)

unknown (B1)

(B1) unknown

unknown (OOV)

Lexical competence prediction — Expert model

frequency CEFR level

A
1 A
2

B
1 B
2

C
1 C
2 A
ll

sol i de

0

25

50

75

100

c
o

u
n
t 

in
 

F
L
E

L
e
x

Predictive model based on a 

graded lexical resource
Predict known and unknown words in a new text

for a given level

first occurrence at A1

known (A1)

Level A2

Tack, A., François, T., Ligozat, A.-L., & Fairon, C. (2016). Evaluating Lexical Simplification and Vocabulary

Knowledge for Learners of French: Possibilities of Using the FLELex Resource. In Proceedings of the 10th

International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’16) (pp. 230–236). Portorož, Slovenia.

© Thomas François & Anaïs Tack (UCL)
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3. Subjective measures

= identify words that are found difficult by a specific learner

Problem: expert model gives one-sided predictions
• identical predictions for all learners having the same level
• OOV words (out-of vocabulary) either because of (a) 

technicality or (b) editorial choice

Towards a more fine-grained & personalized prediction
• integrated model of word complexity features

• psycholinguistic + resource-based + subjective measures (e.g. 
cognates)

• adapt predictions according to learner feedback
• triggered by a learner clicking on a difficult word
• incremental learning of feature weights

© Thomas François & Anaïs Tack (UCL)
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Quand ils ouvrirent, Sam, le gros 

chien frisé, se mit à gambader autour 

d'eux.

— Allons, fils, dit le vieux Gaspard, 

nous n 'avons pl us de femme 

maintenant, il faut préparer le dîner, 

tu vas éplucher les pommes de terre.

Et tous deux, s'asseyant sur des 

escabeaux de bois, commencèrent à 

tremper la soupe.

La matinée du lendemain sembla 

longue à Ulrich Kunsi. Le vieux Hari 

fumait et crachait dans l'âtre, tandis 

que le jeune homme regardait par la 

fenêtre l'éclatante montagne en face de 

la maison.

L’Auberge — Guy de Maupassant

un escabeau

nom masculin

1. sorte de tabour et

2. pet ite échelle

Lexical competence prediction — Learner model

Predictive model based on 

learner input

Archimède était un grand scientifique 

grec de l'Antiquité. Il était à  la fois 

physicien, mathématicien et ingénieur. 

Né en 287 av. J. -C. et mort en 212 av. 

J. -C. à  Syracuse, il a vécu en Sicile (île 

actuellement italienne).

Œuvre scientifique.

Archimède fut le premier à  mettre en 

équations mathématiques les faits faciles 

à  observer dans la nature. Ses livres 

démontrèrent à  l'aide des figures 

géomètr iques et des proportions, 

comment sont fait les équilibres, ou les 

centres de gravité des corps solides, 

quelles longueurs doivent avoir des 

leviers pour soulever les poids.

Archimèdelearner 
id A2-3

escabeau
cat egor y=3
l evel =7
char s=9
senses=2
. . .

adaptive model

unknown

Predict known and unknown words 
in a new text

for a given learner

learner 
id A2-3

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

Tack, A., François, T., Ligozat, A.-L., & Fairon, C. (2016). Modèles adaptatifs pour prédire automatiquement la

compétence lexicale d’un apprenant de français langue étrangère. In Actes de la 23ème Conférence sur le Traitement

Automatique des Langues Naturelles (TALN’16) (pp. 221–234). Paris, France.
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a) Adaptivity: to what? 
- difficulty level of the tasks
- learner profile (prior knowledge, motivation, cognitive load, interests & preferences)
- context (time and place, device, etc.)

(b) What to adapt? 
- adaptive form representation (form in which content is presented to the learner, e.g. dynamically 
generated hypermedia pages)
- adaptive content representation (e.g. with or without learner support)
- adaptive curriculum sequencing (e.g. selection of items in function of difficulty level, learner 
profile, etc.)

(c) How to implement adaptivity?
- full program control (via reasoning component ‘if.. then…’ rules)
- full learner control
- shared control

Wauters, K., Desmet, P., Van Den Noortgate, W. (2010). Adaptive Item-Based Learning Environments Based on 
the Item Response Theory: Possibilities and Challenges. Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, 26 (6), 549-562.

3.7 Adaptive Item Sequencer
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What about AI?

a) Adaptivity: to what? 
- linguistic complexity -> language agent (expert system)
- item difficulty -> IRT
- learner profile (prior knowledge, motivation, cognitive load, interests & 
preferences) -> student agent

(b) What to adapt? 
- adaptive curriculum sequencing (e.g. selection of items in function of difficulty 
level, learner profile, etc.) -> tutor agent

(c) How to implement adaptivity?
full or shared control -> tutor agent

Beuls, Katrien (2013) Processing, learning and tutoring of Spanish verb morphology. Brussels: VUB. (PhD)

3.7 Adaptive Item Sequencer
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4D-model of adaptive instruction

Vandewaetere, Desmet & Clarebout 2011 / Vandewaetere & Clarebout, 2012

Cognition
(e.g. prior knowledge)

Affect 
(e.g. motivation)

Behavior
(e.g. need for help)

What elements in 

the environment to

adapt?

Adapt during interaction, 

between interactions, prior 

to interaction?

Who’s in control?
Learner vs. instructor decides

what/when/how to adapt?

Or both?
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http://www.slideshare.net/piet_desmet/2015-0522-presentatiecalicodesmet-vandewaetere-def
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Adaptive learning

“Harnessing collective intelligence in order to make e-learning environments adaptive”

(IOF knowledge platform KU Leuven, 2007-2011)

adaptivity on item level

IRT for adaptive learning

dynamic learning curves

dr. Kelly Wauters

(2012)

adaptivity on learner level

learner control and open learner

models

tool use and help-seeking

dr. Mieke Vandewaetere

(2011)

adaptivity on context level

ontologies for adaptive learning

pervasive, context-aware systems

dr. Ahmet Soylu

(2012)
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4.1. Native Language
Unsupervised learning: Understand examples
Learn structure, explore

4.2. Learner Language
Towards a different model of interlanguage
Using CALL applications for gradual error detection

4.3. Measuring linguistic complexity 
Individualized Lexical complexity
Link known with unknown vocabulary items

4. Future Developments
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Description of examples
through more finegrained clustering
without labels
Interpretation by the learner himself
~ Concordancers
~ Similar words
~ Similar constructions

Shifts the responsibility of interpretation to the learner himself
But based on a much more informative clustering of examples

4.1 Native Language

Unsupervised Learning 
on Native Language

x1

x2
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Semantic Vector Spaces

At the word level: Semantic Vector Spaces
"You shall know a word by the company it keeps" (Firth, 
1957)

1) Paradigmatic characteristics of words can be retrieved on 
the basis of their syntagmatic behaviour.

2) Map the usage in context of a word in a high dimensional 
space (e.g. with   contexts as dimensions, and #occurrences 
as value)

3) Proximity in space signals semantic relatedness
Even relations can be represented as vectors in space
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angle between vectors

 semantic similarity

Unsupervised semantic 
comparisons
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As the basis of Resource Creation
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For visualising relationships
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Semantic Vector Spaces

Word

Phrase

Sentence

A promising future beyond 
the word level

The same representation for 
more complex linguistic 
structures using the 
principles of 
compositionality.
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4.2. Modeling Learner Language

Now starts from native language model 
= basis of error analysis

Native language is a fully developed linguistic system

E.g. POS-tags: What defines a POS-category knowing the full system?

- Distributional restrictions : N usually follows Det/Adj
- Morphological restrictions: N + plural s
- Lexical restrictions: 

Resolves to ONE POS-tag
Thus possible to train a pos-tagger
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4.2.1. Towards a different model of interlanguage

However: POS might be a non-existing construct for a learner 
(Diaz et al., 2010)

“He is joy” (He is happy)
 ‘joy’ is not permitted in the slot.

Central : learner does not understand/know part(s) of the 
native system
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Solution: no full POS resolution
But model each of the system-components separately

- Distributional restrictions 
- Morphological restrictions
- Lexical restrictions

Does not necessarily converge to a single POS-tag
Partial information can then be used for corrections/feedback 
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CALL tools provide unseen (and underused) possibilities to 

- Capture L2 production
- Advance towards fully open output

How? Ask for immediate feedback from the learner

Have the tool disambiguate the output at production times
A constant closed feedback loop

4.2.2. Gradual error detection
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In a progressive manner: the algorithm does not propagate wrong assumptions

1) orthography
2) POS-disambiguation
3) Morphology
4) Argument structure
5) ...

At each step construct and adjust the hypothesis
Have the system come as close as possible to verification

- Helping the user with analogous examples from corpora
- Through explanation of linguistic regularities
- …

Progressive Feedback
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Steps away from procedures that rely on “one-size fits all”
= A truly individualized learning program

• Capture and store L2 input and production per learner
• Determine known and unknown vocabulary items

4.3 Intelligent tutors and linguistic complexity 
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research Anaïs Tack (ITEC)
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Steps away from procedures that rely on “one-size fits all”
= A truly individualized learning program

Additional possibilities: 
Link unknown vocabulary items to
known vocabulary items:

Thesauri, dictionaries
Semantic Vector Spaces
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Conclusion…

NLP and CALL

Provide a world of possibilities

Analyse Native language    - Resource creation
Analyse Learner language  - Exercise Correction
Measure complexity - Intelligent tutoring

Provide the technological means to create ready to use 
applications

Future possibilities include visualization to enhance 
understanding, immediate feedback systems, 
individualized learning systems

=> Warranted qualified optimism about NLP-enhanced 
CALL
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